BARCELONA WALKING TOUR. SCRATCH 2013 BCN

16:00 Hospital de Sant Pau
Our tour starts at 16:00 at “Sant Pau | Dos de Maig” metro Station.
It’s L5 (blue line) not the yellow one.
The cheapest way to move
around the city is by metro
so buy a T-10 (9,80 euros –
10 trips).
Once you arrive to Sant Pau
take the exit “Dos de Maig”.
I’ll be there wearing a
Scratch Cat T-Shirt.
We’ll see the modernist Hospital and then take the
Gaudí’s Avenue to the Sagrada Família. We’ll see the
nativity and the passion facades and we’ll have some
time to take pictures of one of the most special
buildings in the world. Its construction started in
1881 and it will be finished (they say) in 2030!

17:30 Sagrada Família
At 17.30 we’ll be leaving Sagrada
Família. People joining the tour at
17:30 can arrive here by metro (L2 –
purple line or L5 - blue line).
Our meeting point will be at “Plaça
Sagrada Família” at the crossing of
Sicilia and Mallorca Streets.
Here you have a picture of our meeting
point.
We will see a small of the Eixample
neighbourhood as we will enter Gràcia
neighbourhood (a town in the middle of
the city) till we arrive to Passeig de
Gràcia, one of the most beautiful
avenues in the city.

18:30 Palau Güell

We’ll have our third starting point at Palau Güell, at the
crossing of Diagonal Avenue and Passeig de Gràcia. People
joining the tour here can arrive by metro using L5 (blue) or L3
(green) Diagonal Station.
We will walk
down
all
Passeig
the
Gràcia having
some time to observe amazing building as “La
Pedrera”, “Casa Batlló” and “Casa Ametller”.
We will take a turn to the right to walk down
“Rambla Catalunya” (not “Las Ramblas”) until
we reach Plaça Catalunya, what is considered
to be the city centre.

19:30 Plaça Catalunya

People joining the tour at this point have lots of different
ways to get here L1 (red) and L3 (green) but also trains
coming from the Airport, Citilab,…
We will meet in front of the FC Barcelona store (our soccer
team) and we will walk down “Las Ramblas” where we will
see the Canaletes Fountain, La Boqueria Market, Liceu
(opera hall) and we will enter the Roman part of the city.
We will see the Government of Catalonia building and the
Town Hall of Barcelona.
Then we will take Bisbe Street to enter the
medieval part of the city visiting the Cathedral.

20:30 Cathedral
People joining the tour at the Cathedral can arrive here by metro (L4 – yellow “Jaume I”
station). We’ll meet at the Cathedral stairs and we’ll go for dinner to “Set de Gòtic” a
modernist style restaurant close to the Cathedral an Plaça Catalunya (where you can take a
taxi or train or metro to you hotel).
We’ve made a reservation and we’ll have a menu with several tapas and wine for 27 € per
person.

